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Shure beta 87a wireless

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its 1Description2Fast Setup affiliates and reliable performance3Clear, Shure SLX24 / BETA87A is a rack mount handheld wireless microphone system that brings reliable transmission and high-quality sound to presenters, actors, clerks and instructors. Quick and easy to install, suitable for A/V installation in lecture rooms,
conference rooms and houses of worship, as well as use in performance areas including stage, music, theatre and more, THE SLX24/BETA87A comes with a half-layer receiver with a durable full metal chassis. It uses predictive diversity switching to protect transmission from RF interference, the automatic scanning function of the receiver finds the UHF 24
MHz tuning range with 960 selectable frequencies, finding clean and undis interfering channels even when using multiple systems simultaneously. This configuration includes the SLX2 mobile transmitter with interchangeable capsule design and installing beta 87A condenser capsule, a supercardlody pickup model focused on sound, reducing loud stage
feedback. The mobile transmitter provides up to 8 hours of operation for two AA batteries with constant 30mW RF power output and a transmission range of up to 330', up to 12 wireless microphones can operate simultaneously in the same area. SystemAuto-scan instantly locates a clear, interference-free channel for safe transmissionPredictive diversity
technology uses a microprocessor to switch antennas before dropouts occur, greatly improving reception Shure's patented Audio Reference Companding delivers crystal-clear audio with a 45 Hz to 15 kHz frequency response Handheld TransmitterAutomatically synchronize the frequency between the transmitter and the receiver via the easily accessible
infrared (IR) port A two–position gain switch allows you to adjust the mic's levelTwo AA batteries (included) provide up to 8 hours of continuous usePower switch doubles as mute switch with quick pressFrequency, power, and mute lockout Backlit LCD shows group, channel, battery, and lockout statusLightweight design with molded ABS housing Rackmount
ReceiverDetachable 1/4 wave antennasMultifunction, backlit LCD showing group, channel, frequency, transmitter battery strength และสถานะที่ถูกล็อค / ปลดล็อคแผงดานหลังมีเอาตพุตระดับไมค XLR ที่สมดุลรวมถึงการควบคุม OutputVolume ระดับเครื่องมือที่ไมสมดุล 1/4 ตัง้อยูที่ดานหลังของหนวยFrequency และพลังงาน Metal construction lockoutRugged Beta 87A
capsule condenser captures SPL levels up to 140 dB and provides smooth frequency response with gradual increases and control of the ideal intimacy effect for vocals. The supercardyloid pickup model separates the sound from The interchangeable capsule design allows you to replace the Beta 87A capsule with the Ideal Shure capsule for your application
and simply tighten the screws onto transmitters including SM58, SM86, Beta 87C, Beta 58A capsules and more. The UA844+ antenna distribution system (sold separately) allows you to stretch the power of your antenna partner, giving you more air channels in less time. Shure has a SLX1 bodypack transmitter compatible with lavalier microphone options, a
wide range of tools and headsets to adjust your SLX system to your needs. Wa302 percussion and guitar percussion enables you to connect the body pack transmitter to the guitar or bassUPC: 042406121354Shure SLX24 / BETA87A SpecssystemWireless TransmissionAnalog UHF Total Number of RF Transmitter Channels 1 x Mobile Frequency Range
RF BandH5: 518 to 542 MHz RF Bandwidth24 MHzFrequency Step Size25 kHzMax Operating range 328.1' / 10 mMax0 system per installation range12Dynamic&gt;100 dBEncryptionNoneReceiverForm TabletopMounting Factor OptionsRackmount (with hardware included) Rackmount Size1 RU (1/2 Rack) Antenna 2 x 1/4 External wave, BNC (after mount),
number of audio channels1Audio I/O1 x XLR 3-Pin Male Balance Mic Output (Lockable)1 x 1/4 TRS Female Unbalanced OutputGain Range0 to -25 dBAudio Output Level XLR Output :-13 dBV (Mic Level)1/4 Output:-2 dBV (Tool Level)Frequency Response 45 Hz Up to 15 kHz ±2 dBImpedanceXLR Output:200 Ohm (balance) 1/4 Output:1 Kilohm
(unbalanced)D) Isolation of adjacent channels&gt;70 dBPower RequirementsAC/DC AC/DC Power Adapter 12 VDC Power Adapter at 400 mA (included) AC Input Power100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz at 150 mADisplay &amp; Indicators1lit Back LCD (Channel, (group, battery status of transmitter) housing temperature SteelOperating0 to 122°F/-18 to
50°CDIMENSions 7.8x1.7x5.3/197x42x134 mm Weight 1.8 lbs/816gtransmitter factor gtransmitter factor f30 mwioaud/onmuting Input level SwitchAudio-10 dB (mic level)+0 dB (at 0 dB Gain), inherits 10 dBFrequency Response45 Hz to 15 kHzSync MethodIRAntenna1 internally, Constant power requirements BatteryyBattery Type2 x AA (including), battery
life about 8 hours (alkaline) display, channel, group)HousingABSDimensions2 x 10/ 51 x 254 mmWeight10.2 oz / 290 g (battery not included)Microphone form CapsulesOund FieldMonoCapsuleElectret Condenser Polar PatternSupercardioidFrequency Range50 Hz to 20 kHzSNR70.5 dB A-WeightedEquivalent Volume 23.5 dB A-WeightedMaxmaxum
SPL140.5 dB SPLDYMIC Range117B A-WeightquiEent 18.2 x 3.7 eBayShure Beta 87A Pro Audio &amp; Wireless Microphones Description Accessories Spare Parts Spare Parts Shure SLX Wireless Family System SLX24/BETA87A consists of mobile wireless microphones SLX2/BETA87A and SLX4 and X4 receivers. Shure's rugged SLX UHF wireless
system exceeds these requirements with innovative automatic setting features such as automatic frequency scanning and excellent wireless contrast transmitter settings and microphones. The legendary Shure supports 20 systems in the MULTI-BAND SLX UHF band, seamlessly integrated into the chapel, conference room and gear case. The SLX4 receiver
brings unprecedented wireless ease of use with automatic frequency selection and automatic transmitter settings. With integrated rack hardware and removable antennas ready for immediate installation out of the box, the SLX2 wireless transmitter has a Beta 87A capsule, making it a premium quality supercardioid sound mic with ultra-smooth frequency
response and high SPL capabilities. Beta 87A has a low frequency control roll-out that compensates for the impact of proximity and sound protection. The appearance of Shure's appearance increases, brightening the upper middle. The tight supercardyloid format with null points at approximately 125° provides maximum isolation while providing minimal off-
axis color, including BETA87A Microphone, SLX2 Cartridge, SLX4 Transmitter, Receiver, Variety of Microphone, Clip Rack mount, Two Series (2) 1/4 Antenna, Two Power Supply Wave Antennas (2) Batteries, AA Bumper Protected with 8. Vinyl Screw Bag User Guide Features include SLX4 Wide Receiver and Wireless Microphone SLX2 with Beta 87A
Cartridge 960 XlR Frequency Selector and 1/4 Output Frequency and Power Lock 5 Parts Audio Meter Working Range Specification: 30-100m (100-300ft) Under general conditions, depending on the type of transmitter, the audio frequency response: minimum: 45 Hz, 15 kHz (± 2 dB), total harmonic distortion: 0.5%, general (reference) ±38kHz deviation,
Dynamic range range 1 kHz: &gt;100 dB A-weight working temperature range: -18 °C (0°F). Up to +50°C (+122°F) transmitter Polarity: Positive pressure on the microphone diaphragm (or positive voltage applied to the plug end of the WA302 phone) produces positive voltage on pin 2 (about 3 pins of low resistance output) and end of high resistance output
1/4 Note: This radio device may be available at certain frequencies not allowed in your region. Warning: Dangers of www.P65Warnings.ca.gov and reproduction - To be the first to check this entry, click here $17/month for 36 months 0% interest for 36 months ** + $29 back in prize. Available until 12/30/2020, get details about special financial offers opens in
the new window. It also provides maximum separation from other stage sounds. The SLX2 wireless mobile transmitter consists of a reverse-frequency LCD display and power locking and mute function. This transmitter requires an SLX4 receiver to complete the system. The entire Shure wireless transmitter design allows the interchangeable microphone
head.    
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